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Developing Global Perspective as the CEO of Me, Inc.
Discuss How to Develop Global Perspective: Analyze globalization in your Me, Inc. Enterprise Assess... More
ERGs - The Networking Powerhouse for the CEO of Me, Inc.
Employee resource groups (also known as ERGs, affinity groups, or business network groups) are groups of employees who
join together in their workplace based on shared characteristics or life experiences. ERG's are generally... More
How to Identify and Leverage Agency Recruiters
As the CEO of Me, Inc. having a few excellent permanent and contract recruiting agencies in your professional network is
important. Learning how to leverage these relationships is critical to running a powerful Me, Inc. enterprises. In this...More
Finding Mentors and Sponsors for the CEO of Me, Inc
Great artist know it and so do Olympians. Successful people in nearly every field know that they can't be their best unless they
have a good coach in their corner. And now the business world knows it, too: in a fast‐paced, fluid, and dynamic... More
How to Leverage “At-Will” Employment as the CEO of Me, Inc.
At‐will employment is a term used in U.S. labor law for contractual relationships in which an employee can be dismissed by an
employer for any reason (that is, without having to establish "just cause" for termination), and without warning.... More
Leveraging the Seat of Government - Washington, DC as the CEO of Me
Many students and professionals think about a career in government. How do you do it? Washington, DC is the city of change
and transition. How does one in transition bring their great skills and navigate the internal networks of DC? Find... More
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Leveraging Your Behavioral Type as the CEO of Me, Inc
Ric McNally, PhD has lectured to the NSA, the Intelligence and Security Command and other agencies on Cultural
Understanding. He is currently a Director at Onward Education & Training. Find out about the DISC model and... More
Leverage Your Lucky Charm – The Employee Referral Network
When a friend's resume was quickly separated from the thousands the firm receives every week because they were referred by
a current employee, and within three weeks they were hired, that is a wise use of networking as the CEO... More
Secrets to a Successful Career/Job Fair
In this episode of Own Your Career, Rod will address how to best work a Career/Job Fair. You don't want to miss some of the
secrets Rod has picked up over the years, especially the buddy system. The primary reason employers... More
The Business Card for the CEO of Me, Inc
In this episode of Own Your Career, Rod discusses the power of the Business Card as the CEO of Me, Inc. Whether you are
looking for a job or running a business, giving out business cards is crucial to marketing your skills or... More
You're Hired - Now What? Surviving and Striving in the Workplace
You're Hired ‐ Now What? Surviving and Striving in the Workplace ‐ In this episode of Own Your Career, Rod Colon will present
guidelines for adjusting to and succeeding in a new job. Develop techniques successful to interpersonal... More
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How Can I Become the CEO of Me, Inc - If I am SHY?
"Everybody else goes out there and gets the job they want. Everybody else makes lots of contacts, has lots of friends. What's
wrong with me?" Being true to yourself is difficult when you're afraid of other people's opinions of you. It's... More
How to Begin to Address the Great Obstacles to Me, Inc. Success: Fear and Worry...
As a career strategist, I see firsthand how Worry and Fear paralyze today's professionals. As the CEO of Me, Inc. we must find
ways to help us through these mind‐set obstacles. In this episode of Own Your Career I will share my personal... More
How to Handle Daily Crisis without Catastrophizing!
Guest: Victoria LaPoe, Ph.D. Catastrophizing is an irrational thought a lot of us have in believing that something is far worse
than it actually is. Catastrophizing can generally take two forms. The first of these is making a... More
Techniques to Control Fear and Worry
Techniques to Control Fear and Worry as the CEO of Me, Inc.... More
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Best Practices for the Video Interview as the CEO of Me, Inc.
It's becoming more and more common for companies to conduct virtual interviews with candidates. Often, these interviews are
done via some type of video technology. In this episode of Own Your Career guest Victoria LaPoe, Ph.D. will... More
Gathering Business Intelligence Prior to an Interview as the CEO of Me...
Quickly researching a company, a department and members of the interviewing team is now a breeze. In this episode of Own
Your Career, host Rod Colon will guide the listener in how to best gather quality information needed for the... More
How to Best Prepare for Difficult Interview Questions as the CEO of Me ...
Persuasively discussing your strengths and how they can benefit the employer requires some preparation. Find out how to best
deliver responses/answers that work best for business owners and will work great for you as the CEO of... More
Leveraging the Informational Interview as the CEO of Me, Inc
In this episode of Own Your Career, Rod discusses and answers questions on how to create the demand for the CEO of Me, Inc.
in leveraging the "Informational Interview". An Informational Interview is a meeting in which a potential job... More
What Should I Use? Informational Interview or Gathering Business Intelligence
In this episode of Own Your Career Rod Colon will highlight the differences between an Informational Interview and Gathering
Business Intelligence. Rod will take a step by step approach in how to do both and knowing when to use them as the... More
How to Master the Phone Interview
In this episode of "Own Your Career", Rod will cover How to Master Phone Interview. Here are just a few tips that will be
covered in our episode: Be prepared to take an interview call at any time. Position your resume and... More
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7-Step Job Search Methodology
This segment of Own Your Career will cover my 7‐Step Job Search Methodology. It is a procedure that's been tweaked to near‐
perfection over the past five years but will undoubtedly be tweaked many more times whenever improvements... More
Dissecting the Job Description as the CEO of Me, Inc. (Part 1)
There is probably nothing more tedious than plowing through a long‐winded job description to find out if a particular job is a
good fit for you. But as CEOs managing a business, we know they are crucial to our success. The job... More
Dissecting the Job Description (Part 2)
Dissecting the Job Description as the CEO of Me, Inc... More
Follow-up or Fail as the CEO of Me, Inc
Good follow‐up alone elevates you above 95 percent of your peers. The follow‐up is the hammer and nails of your networking
strategy. In this episode of Own Your Career, Rod Colon covers the critical techniques necessary to manage your... More
How Military Veterans Leverage the 21st Century Job Search Strategies
Despite downward trends in unemployment across the country, veterans who served during the Iraq and Afghanistan wars still
have difficulty finding work. About one in 11 of them 9% were jobless in 2013. Analysts say finding work is... More
How the Hidden Job Market Created a New Job for Joseph Troyanovich
How the Hidden Job Market Created a New Job for Joseph Troyanovich Rod's guest Joe Troyanovich (Research Scientist) will
take us on his journey of the lows of an unexpected downsizing through the power of volunteerism to ultimately... More
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Job Search Checklist for 21st Century
Simply the best paint by numbers job search strategy available … master the checklist... More
Learn the Signs When an Employer is Just Not into You
Learning the Signs When an Employer is Just Not... More
Overcoming Age Biases as the CEO of Me, Inc
Overcoming Age Biases as the CEO of Me, Inc... More
The Career Site Application Process: A Corporate Recruiter's Perspective
Eric Di Monte is a Senior Corporate Recruiter and is a Talent Acquisition Manager at Univision within their HR organization. He
has over 15 years' experience in the recruitment field where he has worked on both corporate and... More
The Secrets to the Hidden Job Market
This segment of Own Your Career will cover the Secrets to the Hidden Job Market. The Hidden Job Market is the name given to
all the opportunities out there that are unadvertised, either because a company wants to find candidates... More
The Phone – Friend or Foe for the CEO of Me, Inc
It's well known in the career management space that many networkers and job seekers are afraid to pick up the phone and call
potential decision‐makers. They believe their nervousness will show up in the quality of their voice. Or maybe... More
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Leverage Your Network for Multiple Sources of Income
Leverage Your Network for Multiple Sources of Income ... More
Managing Student Loans as the CEO of Me, Inc
With more than $1 trillion in student loans outstanding in this country, crippling debt is no longer confined to dropouts from
for‐profit colleges or graduate students who owe on many years of education, some of the overextended debtors... more
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Developing Mental Toughness as the CEO of Me, Inc
Mental Toughness is all about improving your mind so that it's always on your side; not sometimes helping you nor working
against you as we all know it's quite capable of doing. Rod Colon will share in this episode of "Own Your Career" his... More
Find Where Passion and Income Intersect for Me, Inc
While your personal preferences may not lead you to the cutting edge of new occupations, what is clear is that this new
approach of managing your career as a business is here to stay. In the 21st Century, many people expect not just a... More
I'm the CEO of Me, Inc. - Now What?
As a career strategist, executive recruiter and hiring manager for 25+ years, these positions gave me an unobstructed, 20/20
view of both sides of the interviewer's desk. I learned a great deal about the mistakes made by candidates applying for... More
It's Work! How Will You Show Up? With Author Kelley Cornish
Kelley Cornish will be Rod's guest on Own Your Career to discuss her new book, "It's Work! How Will You Show Up? Kelley
Cornish: Author, HR expert, speaker, mother, confidante, mentor/mentee matchmaker, career advisor, panel of one... More
I Want to Own My Career - Now What?
Managing your career as entrepreneur is about looking at the business world differently … seeing opportunities where others
see obstacles; taking risks when others take refuge.... More
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Know the Difference between a Job and a Career
In today's business environment, career changes are inevitable. If you cannot find a suitable career opportunity in your field,
give serious consideration to alternatives. Use your experiences and your CEO of Me, Inc. mind‐set ... More
Maximizing Your Potential: Manage Your Stress
Is all stress bad? How do we tell the difference? What is one thing that we can do that will help minimize stress at work and at
home? How does an individual's personality play a role in stress management and the jobs that they choose? More
Own Your Career
Rod Colon shares the secrets learned in his 30 years as a Corporate HR Manager, Agency Recruiter, Master Networker,
Motivational Speaker, Career Coach and Entrepreneur. From his extensive multi‐faceted experience he has... More
Part I: Get the Competitive Edge with Nine Success Strategies for the CEO of Me, Inc...
On this episode of Own Your Career, learn how successful leaders in all fields, from business to entertainment, consistently use
the nine success strategies to achieve their career goals. These strategies focus on positive attitudes and... More
Part II: Get the Competitive Edge with Nine Success Strategies
Part II Rod Colon completes the final 4 strategies on this episode of Own Your Career; learn how successful leaders in all fields,
from business to entertainment, consistently use the nine success strategies to achieve their career goals. ... More
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Stories of Success: How to Harness the Power of being the CEO of ME...
Writers Markirah Shaw and Tara Sosa are Rod Colon's guests in this episode of Own Your Career and discuss their project on
Harnessing the Power of becoming the CEO of Me, Inc. Today's professional is faced with a potentially unnerving... More
The Own Your Career Story: A One on One Conversation with Rod Colón
The Own Your Career Story: A One on One Conversation with Rod Colón Wanda Sharif‐Rodriguez is our guest host as she
interviews Rod Colón on his journey to empower students and professionals globally in managing their... More
Uncover Your Passion and Purpose as the CEO of Me, Inc.
Purpose is finding your authentic self, and setting the intention to live in a way that honors whatever it is you find with Passion.
Find out more tonight about Passion and Purpose with our guest Carmen M. Peña. Carmen is a ... More
Understanding Social Intelligence for Career Success
Dr. Mary Bemker in her return appearance on "Own Your Career" tackles the topic of Social Intelligence. Social intelligence is
the capacity to effectively negotiate complex social relationships and environments. Social intelligence, rather than... More
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Negotiating a Job Offer as the CEO of Me, Inc
In this episode of Own Your Career we will look at the Negotiating a Job Offer as the CEO of Me, Inc... Negotiations are unique to
each individual and to each individual client engagement. For every negotiation you undertake, maintain a... More
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Advanced Networking Techniques for the CEO of Me, Inc
In this episode of Own Your Career, Rod shares his 30+ years of networking experience with his listeners. As the CEO of Me, Inc.
networking is a critical core competency in growing your enterprise and extending your brand. You will need... More
How to ASK a Contact for an Introduction
Make sure you understand the protocols in building relationships. No one just jumps into a relationship; people first get to know
each other (the connection), then, based on the quality of the first encounter (and maybe the 2nd and... More
How to Best Leverage LinkedIn after Establishing a New Relationship
How to Best Leverage LinkedIn after Establishing a New... More
How to Construct Your Elevator Pitch as the CEO of Me, Inc.
Your elevator pitch is great for networking. Many formal networking organizations limit members to 60‐second presentations. It
also works in social situations when you're asked the usual icebreaker. What do you do... More
How to Leverage LinkedIn as the CEO of Me, Inc
In this episode of Own Your Career, Rod will guide his listeners in how to best leverage the power of LinkedIn from a CEO of Me,
Inc. perspective. He will concentrate on the following 3 areas: Your CEO Brand on LinkedIn the Power of... More
How to Manage and Grow Your Network at Work
Rod will cover the best practices on How to best manage and Grow Your Network at work
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Know Your Value as the CEO of Me, Inc.
In this episode I will discuss the importance of knowing your value. You don't have to be Sigmund Freud to know that people with
low self‐esteem frequently demean themselves in their interactions with others. Unfortunately, this is something that... More
Learn How to Leverage Your Connectors and Advocates as the CEO of ME, Inc.
In this episode of Own Your Career, Rod will discuss the advanced techniques on how to best leverage your connectors and
advocates for career success.
Networking with the Right People as the CEO of Me, Inc.
The importance of networking is deep‐rooted in the brains of both college students and professionals … networking connections
will be the most important influences on managing your career and landing a job. Sounds pretty simple... More
The Value an Unemployed Professional/ Student Can Bring to a Networking Event...
Value an Unemployed Professional/ Student Can Bring to a Networking Event... More
Turn Small Talk Into Big Deals as the CEO of Me, Inc.
Don Gabor (Author, Conversation and Networking Coach) Don is the author of the bestselling and newly revised book and audio
program, HOW TO START A CONVERSATION AND MAKE FRIENDS (Simon & Schuster/Random House... More
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Uncover the Secrets to Social Networking as the CEO of Me, Inc.
If you want to turbocharge your career and specifically your job search, you'll need to make social networking part of your master
connection strategy. Of course you can reject the whole idea too. But with so many people competing for so... More
What, Why and How to Small Talk
Small Talk: Getting to Know You It all starts with the “small talk," the key to making those first connections! In this segment of
"Own Your Career with Rod Colon", Rod will share with you his techniques to the What, Why and How to... More
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Build Your Personal Brand through Your Volunteer Work
In this episode of Own Your Career, Rod will cover how to leverage volunteer work as the CEO of Me, Inc. By exploring these
avenues, you gain important experience and references who can verify your qualifications. You also... More
How to Articulate Your Value with Branding Expert Chip Hartman
How to Articulate Your Value with Branding as the CEO of Me, Inc... More
How to Develop Your Life-Mission Statement for the CEO of Me, Inc.
Are you receiving satisfaction and value in proportion to your life energy expended? Most people are so caught up in living their
lives that they don't think of sitting down and deciding what they want to do in life. There is a strong... More
How to Manage Your Personal Brand as the CEO of Me, Inc.
The term is tossed around a lot and has millions of interpretations. My view of personal branding relates specifically to being the
CEO of ME, Inc. and running your career as a business. Branding is all about image and perception and how... More
Personal Branding
Your brand is your personal identity. It's what people remember about you when they can't see you. What's included in your
brand? For starters, there's depth of knowledge, range of skills, willingness to make contributions, effective... More
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10 Common Mistakes in Dealing with Your Manager
10 Common Mistakes in Dealing with Your Manager... More
10 Steps to Acquiring Great Mentors as the CEO of Me, Inc.
Finding a Mentor If you can find an experienced employee to be your mentor to be your organizational sponsor and help you
understand and navigate the organization's culture and structure ‐ can be a great asset to your... More
Career Management Fundamentals
In this episode of Own Your Career, Rod covers the basics to Career Management as the CEO of Me, Inc. Rod call it Career
Management Fundamentals.
Champion Change and Innovation as the CEO of Me, Inc.
In this episode of Own Your Career host Rod Colon will answer your career management and job search question plus ... Discuss
How to Champion Change and Innovation as the CEO of Me, Inc.: Increase your mental... More
Create Employer Loyalty as the CEO of Me, Inc.
In this episode of Own Your Career host Rod Colon will answer your career management and job search question plus ... Discuss
How to Create Employer Loyalty: Define management’s expectation Provide value to employer Seek... More
Create Strategic Advantage as the CEO of Me, Inc.
Discuss How to Create Strategic Advantage: 1. Understand the organization's vision, goals, and strategies 2.... More
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How to Develop and Leverage TRUST as the CEO of Me, Inc.
It's important to understand that as the CEO of Me, Inc. your actions and behaviors carry a significant level of consequences simply
because you are gradually becoming more and more involved in the lives of others. It's very much... More
INCLUSION, the Backbone for the CEO of Me
The CEO of Me, Inc. must find a way to capture the insights and visions of people who reflect the growing diversity of their business
partners that span the globe. They must learn to harness the collective ideas of their diverse & inclusive... More
Learn How to Develop Your Nonverbal Communication as the CEO of Me
You may not always intend to send nonverbal messages, but everything about your appearance, every movement, every facial
expression, every nuance of your voice has the potential to convey meaning. While nonverbal communication can... More
Looking to Develop Speaking and Leadership Skills?
Guest: Su Brooks Toastmasters International (TI) is a nonprofit educational organization that operates clubs worldwide for the
purpose of helping members improve their communication, public speaking, and leadership skills. More
Manage Your Career as a Business
Once you start the network machinery running, the next step is training yourself to think of your job search as a business with you
as its CEO. All of the decisions affecting your job search begin and end with you and you will learn the fine art of... More
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Mistakes Managers Make with Their Staff and more ...
Mistakes Managers Make with Their Staff ‐ many of the worst mistakes that can get you into trouble, but that no one ever told you
about is our goal for this episode. Some of these... More
The Power of Story Telling as the CEO of Me, Inc.
Guest Julienne Ryan explains how to tell your story as the CEO of Me... More
Time Management for the CEO of Me, Inc.
Chances are good that as the CEO of Me, Inc. Enterprises you've taken a time management class, read about it in books, and tried to
use an electronic or paper‐based day planner to organize, prioritize and schedule your day… More
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How to Prepare a Winning Resume for the CEO of Me, Inc.
A resume is written to impress, not to inform. Think of it as a marketing tool, not a historical record. It is valuable real estate. Use it
for your most impressive information. If you don't list any accomplishments in your resume, chances are... More
Preparing a Winning Resume / Proposal as the CEO of Me, Inc
In this episode of Own Your Career, Rod will share his insight on the resume / proposal for the CEO of Me, Inc. As the CEO of Me,
Inc. (Career Ownership) your resume is a proposal to a client that must impress, not just inform. Think of it as... More
The Secrets to the "T" Cover Letter
There are many formats to choose from when drafting a cover letter. Many people prefer a straightforward, paragraph based cover
letter simply because they're comfortable with it or possibly because they haven't heard of other, possibly... More

